MIDDLE MARKET

CONSTRUCTION RISK ENGINEERING SERVICES

SAFETY AND HEALTH ARE FIRST AND FOREMOST
WITH OUR RISK ENGINEERING.

HELPING YOUR BUSINESS IMPROVE
SAFETY AND REDUCE LOSSES

THE HARTFORD IS COMMITTED
TO CONSTRUCTION

The construction industry has its share of hazardous equipment and dangerous processes – from
operating cranes and blasting rock, to repairing
bridges, digging trenches, and erecting scaffolds.

The Hartford’s been writing contractors
of all sizes for decades – so we understand
your industry and are committed to it. As
your business insurance provider, we share
your desire to control costs. The Hartford is
committed to helping your business improve
safety and reduce losses. That’s why we are
staffed with construction experts across the
country who provide consultative service to
businesses like yours.

Even under these treacherous conditions, it is
possible to perform construction work safely
and with a minimum of accidents and injuries.
What’s needed is an understanding of the risks
involved and the knowledge of appropriate,
realistic solutions to prevent or control the hazards.
This is just what The Hartford delivers through
our highly skilled Risk Engineering consultants
and services tailored specifically for the
construction industry.

With a focus on our construction customers,
your Risk Engineering consultant can provide
the dedicated attention you deserve. Since no
two contractors are exactly alike, your service
plan will be created with your input and
custom-designed to fit your business’s needs.

Prepare. Protect. Prevail.®

EXPERIENCE, EXPERTISE AND FOCUS
Many of our Risk Engineering consultants
have worked on construction sites as safety
directors and in other capacities. This practical
experience, combined with a dedicated focus on
construction and extensive training – including
OSHA 10 and 30 – makes our Risk Engineering
consultants uniquely qualified to advise you
about safety and injury prevention.
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CONSTRUCTION RISK ENGINEERING SERVICES

SERVICE PLANS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
As an outside observer, your Risk Engineering consultant brings a fresh perspective to your construction project. With a
focus on our construction customers, your Risk Engineering consultant can provide the dedicated attention you deserve.
Your service plan will be created with your input and custom-designed to fit your business’s needs. We start by asking you
what safety risks are most critical to your operations, and then develop a plan to improve safety for those risks.
Here are some of The Hartford’s Risk Engineering services that can benefit your business:

• Pre-construction surveys – Prior to construction, your
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Risk Engineering consultant can review your project
from a broad perspective and identify problems that
may develop inside and outside the scope of your
construction project.
Job site surveys – At your existing job sites, your
Risk Engineering consultant can identify hazardous
conditions and offer cost-effective, practical solutions
to correct them.
Safety manual – If you don’t have a safety manual or
want your manual updated, your Risk Engineering
consultant will be happy to assist you.
Loss analysis – We can analyze your losses, identify
what’s causing them, and recommend ways to reduce
accidents and lower your losses.
Industrial hygiene lab, AIHA-accredited* – Our
industrial hygiene experts will consult with you to
assess your operations and help you identify, quantify,
understand and control hazardous conditions, such as
excessive noise and airborne contaminants.
Comprehensive training – The Hartford offers a wealth
of safety training for the construction industry – from
safe excavation to fall protection and scaffold safety.
(We also can provide PowerPoint presentations of our
training programs for your convenience.)

• Free OSHA 10 and 30-hour training – All of our construction Risk Engineering consultants are authorized as
OSHA 10 and 30 trainers and can instruct your workers.
This valuable training is free of charge to insureds of
The Hartford, and agents receive CEU credits.
• Free supervisory leadership and safety management
workshop – Our workshop provides supervisors
with the necessary skills to involve and motivate
construction employees, plan for complex construction
operations, and recognize the financial impact that the
safety and health program plays in the overall success
of your company. This valuable training is free of
charge to insureds of The Hartford, and agents receive
CEU credits.
• Speakers for safety meetings – Our highly skilled Risk
Engineering experts are happy to speak at your safety
committee meetings on a variety of loss prevention
topics that either you or we suggest. The topics can be
geared to your employees, supervisors, subcontractors,
or other individuals.
• Library of resource materials – The Hartford offers
insureds a vast library of materials including best
practice bulletins, technical information papers (TIPS),
inspection checklists, training presentations, sample
safety and health programs and written program guides.

Get the health and safety solutions you need. Contact your Risk Engineering consultant, visit
us at THEHARTFORD.COM/CORPORATE/RISKENGINEERING or reach The Hartford
Construction Group directly at CONSTRUCTION.GROUP@THEHARTFORD.COM.
*T
 he Hartford’s Risk Engineering Laboratory (ID 100124)
is accredited by the AIHA Laboratory Accreditation
Programs (AIHA-LAP), LLC for Industrial Hygiene
and Unique Scopes as documented by the Scope of
Accreditation Certificate and associated Scope.

or operations are safe or healthful, or are in compliance with
any law, rule or regulation. Readers seeking to resolve specific safety, legal or business issues or concerns related to
the information provided in these materials should consult
their safety consultant, attorney or business advisors.

The information provided in these materials is intended to
be general and advisory in nature. It shall not be considered
legal advice. The Hartford does not warrant that the implementation of any view or recommendation contained herein
will: (i) result in the elimination of any unsafe conditions at
your business locations or with respect to your business
operations; or (ii) will be an appropriate legal or business
practice. The Hartford assumes no responsibility for the
control or correction of hazards or legal compliance with
respect to your business practices, and the views and
recommendations contained herein shall not constitute or
undertaking, on your behalf or for the benefit of others, to
determine or warrant that your business premises, locations
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